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Part I:
What is “Blockchain” !?

A briefing from Coin Center

Peter Van Valkenburgh



The word

“Blockchain”
is like the word

“Vehicle”



No one says, 

“how do you feel 
about vehicle?”



Or, 

“We can fix this 
problem with 

vehicle!”



We might talk about 

“vehicle technology”
but even that is strangely 

abstract.



And “blockchain”
is the same...



There is no “the blockchain”
Any more than there is “the vehicle”



and “Blockchain Technology”
is a broad category.



Blockchain technology. 



Blockchain technology?



All blockchain technologies have three 
essential components:



Connected computers... 

...reach agreement over...

...shared data.



Blockchain technology.



Blockchain technology. 



Connected computers 
reach agreement over 

shared data. 



Connected computers 
reach agreement over 

shared data. 

Rules for Agreement:

1. Nobody can send bitcoins that they have not first received from 
someone else.

2. Every 10 minutes or so one of the connected computers will be 
selected to choose the order of valid transactions for that 
period.



Connected computers 
reach agreement over 

shared data. 

Shared Data:

TX 230: Mark sent Reuben 1 Bitcoin

TX 229: Mark sent Robin 1 Bitcoin

TX 228: Peter sent Mark 2 Bitcoin

TX 227: Robin sent Peter 2 Bitcoin 



What about other blockchain 
technologies?



Connected computers... 

...reach agreement over...

...shared data.



What data?
Identity Credentials

Votes
IOT (permissions to open smart locks / turn on smart bulbs)

Records of Securities Transactions
Property Records

Interbank Settlement Records
Provision of digital goods (cloud storage, network infrastructure)



What rules and design choices?
Open network (like Internet) or closed (like a company intranet)?

Data privacy or data transparency / auditability?

Security at the edge (immutable) or security at the center (mutable)?



When Open Consensus is Critical

e-cash identity IOT



E-Cash
If a centralized authority can claim that a particular token is 
no longer as valuable as the others, or block certain 
participants from transacting, then the currency is not 
fungible, it is not cash. The efficiency of cash is that is does 
not require the user to consistently re-appraise the value 
of each note that they hold. All $10 notes are worth the 
same and if someone gives it to you, then you have it.      

=



Identity
Identity is a many-faceted concept. Your identity is a bundle of 
qualities that you exhibit, and attestations that others make 
about you. If a centralized authority can see as well as revoke 
any and all of your credentials this presents privacy and 
human rights issues.    

Attestations: 
US Gov: Peter is a citizen, he has this passport. 
Bank of America: Peter is an account holder, he has $X
Transunion: Peter’s credit score is XXX



Internet of Things

As devices further proliferate the power inherent in being the 
centralized control point on the network grows.  This has 
ramifications for privacy as well as competition policy. 
Additionally, interoperability is critical and rival centralized 
systems may not cooperate.

Alexa! Find the best priced cat litter on the WHOLE INTERNET!

Alexa! Are you always listening to me? 

Alexa! Play the music I bought on itunes!



Part II:
What is a 

“Smart Contract” !?



Ethereum

● Connected computers come to agreement over 
state of a global computer, not just a ledger. 

● It’s a platform for blockchain apps.



I understand agreement over a ledger of transactions, but what do you mean 
agreement over the state of a computer???



Where does the application code run?

On your computer.

Example: Word Processing
MS Word



But collaboration is hard when the code runs locally.

x,y,z ...



Where does the application code run?

Example: Word Processing
Google Docs



Where does the application code run?
On a Google server in a warehouse.

Example: Word Processing
Google Docs

User Interface
User Interface

Actual Computing

Internet Internet





Where does the application code run?

Example: Word Processing
Ethereum



Where does the application code run?
Every computer on the network.

Example: Word Processing
Ethereum
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Personal Computers       The World Wide Web

Ethereum is designed to be an open platform 
just like: 



Applications that run on the ethereum 
platform are called Decentralized 

Applications (or Dapps).



Source: dapps.ethercasts.com



When a decentralized application
can also assume control over assets

and mediate decisions over how those
assets should be used, we sometimes call it a 

Smart Contract (atomistic/single use) or a DAO 
(larger system/repeated use)





Part III:
Regulation



Regulatory Considerations 
for Token-Creating Smart 

Contracts



Why Securities Laws and Tokens?  

Securities Laws are Heavy Duty Regulation.

Crowdsales and Presales may subject developers to securities regulation.

Several Scams have drawn attention to this area.

Several vocal pundits have already suggested that all appcoin/crypto 
crowdsales qualify as unregistered securities issuance. 



Why Securities Laws and Tokens?  



Why US Securities Laws?

If you have any US purchasers you are subject to US Securities Regulations

US Securities Law are the Most Broadly applied.

In other jurisdictions, there is generally an enumerated list of what 
arrangements constitute a “security,” in the US there is a flexible and 
court-adjudicated test.

The US Securities and Exchange Commission is already investigating Paycoin. 
The DAO got the attention of some staff.      



Why are US Securities Laws Broadly Applied?

Definition of Security includes an undefined term: “investment contract”

Term has been defined by Federal Courts

Courts have sought to ensure that definition is inclusive in order to reach:

“the countless and variable schemes devised by those who seek the use of 
the money of others on the promise of profits”

Primary Case is SEC v. W. J. Howey Co.

From that case we get the Howey Test for a Security 



The Howey Test

“An investment contract for purposes of the Securities Act means a 
contract, transaction or scheme whereby a person [1] invests his money 
in [2] a common enterprise and [3] is led to expect profits [4] solely 
from the efforts of the promoter or a third party, [exclusionary factors] 
it being immaterial whether the shares in the enterprise are evidenced 
by formal certificates or by nominal interests in the physical assets 
employed in the enterprise.”







Closed-source or low-transparency 
cryptocurrencies because without visibility into 
the operation of the technology there is no 
reason to believe that profits come from 
anything other than a promoter’s hype.

Open but heavily marketed pre-sales or sales of 
pre-mined cryptocurrencies with a small and 
non-diverse mining and developer community 
when the facts indicate that profits come 
primarily from the efforts of this discrete and 
profit-motivated group.

Cryptocurrencies with permissioned ledgers or a 
highly centralized community of transaction 
validators.

Likely to qualify as securities: 



Highly decentralized cryptocurrencies (e.g. 
Bitcoin, Litecoin) because of a lack of vertical 
commonality or a discernible third party or 
promoter upon whose efforts investors rely.

Sidechained Cryptocurrencies/Blockchains 
because there is no expectation of profits if 
value pegged to their existing bitcoin holdings.

Cryptocurrencies where initial distribution is made 
through open competitive mining or 
proof-of-burn because there is no investment 
of money.

App-Coins or Distributed Computing Platforms 
(e.g. Ethereum) because participants seek access 
to these tokens for their use-value rather than 
an expectation of profits.

Less likely to qualify as securities: 



Key findings for Appcoins or Dapp Tokens 

The following are less likely to be treated as securities: 

Token was purchased for use-value rather than profit expectation.
(Condominium cases: Goldberg v. North Wabash Venture, United Housing)

Token was purchased after application is already up and running. 
(Country Club cases: Silver Hills Country Club v. Sobieski, All Seasons Resorts)

Token’s value is dependent on the purchaser’s own efforts and/or the efforts of 
a large number of other unaffiliated investors/users/developers.



Some things to avoid.

Language that suggests securities issuance: 

Initial (coin) Offering

Profit Sharing

Endorsing risky ventures or claiming endorsements:

Severe penalties can await anyone who is deemed a “promoter” of an 
unregistered security. 

The definition of “promoter” is vague.  



Please don’t hesitate to 
contact us.

peter@coincenter.org 


